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SCIENCE

irreversible recrystallization of the metal. Theoretical
considerations show that the ions are emitted from the
metal and are not formed after a neutral atom evaporates.
an

On shatter-oscillations in liquid columns: E. H. KEN(introduced by Ernest Merritt). In some experiments recently witnessed by the writer in an industrial
plant an extraordinary and apparently little-known type
of fluid oscillation was observed. A pipe thirty-one
meters long, filled with water, was connected to a tank
containing some water and above it air under a pressure
Of three to four atmospheres; to the other end of the
pipe was attached a pump. A recording gauge attached
to the pipe near the pump showed at regular intervals
narrow peaks of pressure, ranging as high as seventy
atmospheres, separated by calm intervals four to eleven
times as long as the duration of the peaks, during which
the pressure appeared to be slightly below atmospheric.
The interval between the peaks was several times longer
than the period of oscillation of the water column regarded as a closed organ pipe. The proposed explanation
is that when the water column expands and its pressure
sinks to zero, the column "shatters." Theory indicates
that, as soon as the pressure reaches zero at one point,
a shatter-front will sweep from that point in both directions along the column with a speed above that of sound,
leaving the water in an expanding condition behind it;
no large breaks in the column can occur, but it will become full of little cracks or holes. During the subsequent
reconsolidation of the column the water may acquire high

NARD

velocities toward the pump, and when the reconsolidationfront reaches the pump an impulsive "water-hammer"
pressure will result. A detailed study of such oscillations
in the laboratory would be of interest.

On the existence of integrals of Einstein'sgravitational
free space and their extension to a variable:
T. Y. THOMAS (introduced by 0. Veblen).
equations for

Memoir of John Trowbridge: E. H.
Biographical
TRELEASE.

memoir
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of John Merle Coulter: WILLIAM

Two contradictins in current physical theory and their
resolution: F. S. C. NoRTHROP. Our purpose is to show
that two contradictions exist in current physical theory
which can be met only by a certain amendment to our
traditional atomic theory. The first contradiction will be
demonstrated by establishing three propositions. (1)
Atomicity is an inescapable fact. (2) Atomicity necessitates the existence of a referent other than the microscopic particles. (3) According to current scientific
theory no such referent exists. It appears that the facts
permit no conclusion but that a new referent must be
introdueed into our traditional atomic theory to replace
the discarded absolute space. The second contradiction
also rests on three propositions. (1) The metric of space
is conditioned by matter. (2) This metrical structure
exhibits uniformity over macroscopic distances. (3)
Matter, as currently conceived, is incapable of producing
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such uniformity. Since neither of the first two premises
be escaped it follows that our traditional theory of
matter must be amended to provide a basis for the metrical uniformity which was previously assigned to absolute
space. A consideration of what is required to produce
the type of metric, which Einstein suggests and the facts
reveal, indicates what the required amendment must be.
In a relativity theory, space is a relation between objects.
Hence metrical variability means that the relations between the ultimate atomic entities change; and metrical
uniformity means that they do not. It becomes evident,
therefore, that the kinetic and contingent properties of
the microscopic elements of the traditional atomic theory
insure their adequacy as the source of local metrical
variability, but eliminate them as the source of macroscopic metrical uniformity. In short, the general macroscopic uniformity must be regarded as imposed upon
their contingent relatedness from without. This calls
for an entity which is atomic and physieal in character,
and so large in size and fixed in form as to surround and
congest all the microscopic atomic entities of the traditional atomic theory.
can
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Important new textbooks in

PSYCHOLOGY
V. E. FISHER

AN INTRODUCTION
TO ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY
The author is Assistant Professor in. Psychology at New York University

T HIS new textbook presupposes only such knowledge as results from a course in
general psychology. Its introductory chapters treat the individual as a biologic

512 pages
12mo
$2.60

entity, with an inherent nature often ill-adapted to the meeting of the many problems
of our highly socialized life. Several chapters are then devoted to diff erent modes of
reaction to difficulties, bearing out the thesis that mental abnormalities are nonadjustive reactions to personal problems. The psychoses and neuroses are treated in
some detail. A chapter is devoted to sexual neuroses. Sleepinig, dreaming, hypnosis,
and suggestion are dealt with in their relation to mental abnormalities.

EDMUND S. CONKLIN

THE PSYCHOLOGY
OF RELIGIOUS ADJUSTMENT
The author is Professor of Psychology in the University of

Oregpon

T HIS book seeks definitely to avoid the inclusion of theological, philosophical, and
340 pages
12mo
$2.00

devotional material. It is a strictly psychological consideration. The author
analyses the religious feeling and describes its mode of expression. He summarizes
the best material on conversion, mysticism, ecstasies, prophetic states, etc. Although he does not treat religion as an abnoh mal phenomenon, he uses his kaowledge
of abnormal psychology to discuss forms of religious fanaticism aad other extreme
features of the religious experience.

BERNARD C. EWER

SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY
The author is Professor of Psychology at Pomona College

436 pages
Crown 8vo

$2.25

I

is to offer for courses in social psychology a compresentation of the subject with a general account of
social behavior. Outstanding features of the book are its explicit statement of the
nature of higher and lower levels of social process, and its emphasis upon thought as a
supremely important social function.

HE aim of this volume
Tprehensive
and systematic
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